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Abstract

This paper sets up a perturbative treatment of the evolving quantum state of a gravitational
system, in a Schrödinger-like picture, working about a general background. This connects
gauge symmetry, the constraints, gravitational dressing, and evolution. Starting with a general
time slicing, we give a simple derivation of the relation between the constraints, the hamil-
tonian, and its well-known boundary term. Among different approaches to quantization with
constraints, we focus on a “gauge-invariant canonical quantization,” which is developed pertur-
batively in the gravitational coupling. The leading-order solution of the constraints (including
the Wheeler-DeWitt equation) for perturbations about the background is given in terms of an
explicit construction of gravitational dressings built using certain generalized Green functions;
different such dressings corresponding to adding propagating gravitational waves to a particular
solution of the constraints. Dressed operators commute with the constraints, expressing their
gauge invariance, and have an algebraic structure differing significantly from the undressed op-
erators of the underlying field theory. These operators can act on the vacuum to create dressed
states, and evolution of general such states is then generated by the boundary hamiltonian, and
alternately may be characterized using other relational observables. This provides a concrete
approach to studying perturbative time evolution, including the leading gravitational backre-
action, of quantum states of black holes with flat or anti de Sitter asymptotics, for example
on horizon-crossing slices. This description of evolution in turn provides a starting point for
investigating possibly important corrections to quantum evolution, that go beyond quantized
general relativity.
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1 Introduction and motivation

If there is a quantum-mechanical theory of gravity, the big challenges in its formulation include
understanding the fundamental description of its quantum states and observables, as well as the
nature of the unitary evolution on its Hilbert space. Approaches to this problem based on quan-
tizing general relativity (GR) or related classical theories have run into vexing problems, initially
nonrenormalizability3 but likely more profoundly that of nonunitarity in the high-energy regime
involving black holes. An alternative approach is to begin with the hypothesis that one is working
with a quantum-mechanical theory, and investigate what mathematical structure of such a theory
is necessary to describe gravity and consistently match the known and tested physics of local quan-
tum fields propagating on a weakly-curved background, in the appropriate limits. This might be
referred to as a “quantum-first” approach [2–5].4 One would like to understand the nature of the
Hilbert space for gravity, and of its algebras of observables, symmetries, and unitary evolution law.

Such an approach does not argue for completely abandoning a perturbative quantization of GR.
The match to the known and tested physics of local quantum field theory (LQFT) on a weakly
curved background, the confirmed existence of gravitational waves, and the apparent approximate
validity of strong-field classical solutions suggests that such a perturbative treatment gives at least
approximately correct physics, in the weak-gravity regime, though one that is missing important
effects in other regimes. One can view this as a “correspondence principle” for quantum gravity.
What is interesting is that already in this limit, one encounters non-trivial new properties of
quantum gravity that signal its departure from LQFT. This also raises the hope that, by better
understanding this structure in the perturbative limit, one may infer key properties of the more
basic structure of a fundamental theory of quantum gravity.

In particular, a significant part of the difficulty of gravity seems to stem from the form of its
gauge symmetries. And, significant aspects of this non-trivial gauge structure appear to already
be present at leading perturbative orders. This suggests that a useful starting point is simply to
better understand this structure at these leading orders.

One aspect of this structure is the lack of local gauge invariant observables [9]. In short, any
local observable clearly carries nontrivial Poincaré charge (in the example of flat asymptotics), since
it doesn’t commute with translation generators, and this must source an associated gravitational
field that extends to infinity [10].

There are different approaches to constructing nonlocal observables that respect gauge invari-
ance, typically in a “relational” fashion. One approach is to specify the position of a quantum
operator relative to other quantum fields that vary in spacetime; we refer to the resulting oper-
ator as “field-relational” (or, observer-relational), and an example is provided by calculation of
primordial perturbations in cosmology by referring to the time of reheating set by the inflaton in
inflationary models. Another alternative is to construct relational observables by using position in-
formation from the gravitational sector; perturbatively, one can begin with a local observable, and
“gravitationally dress” it to construct gauge-invariant operators that no longer commute at space-
like separation [3] [11] [10] [12] [5] [13, 14].5 In quantization of GR, the diffeomorphism symmetry

3For a review with further references, see [1].
4For related discussion, see [6–8]. Also note that if one can find a complete “holographic map,” the AdS/CFT

correspondence could be an approach to providing such structure.
5To clarify a difference in terminology, the recent work [15] considers observables referred to an observer but

calls them dressed, despite not having a gravitational component; here those would be referred to as field-relational.
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is generated by the gravitational constraints, so in either approach, a test for gauge invariance of
such operators is that they commute with the constraints.

Another key question for a quantum-mechanical theory is the structure of its states and their
evolution. The observables both characterize states, and furnish a means of constructing gauge-
invariant states: one can act with a quantum observable on a “vacuum” state to create a nontrivial
state. The important question of evolution of these states, if it is unitary, can then be addressed
by providing a hamiltonian.6 In LQFT coupled to quantized GR, as we will review and further
clarify, the hamiltonian and evolution are of course closely related to the constraints. In a closed
universe, the hamiltonian is given by the constraints, and so formally vanishes on their solution; in
a universe with asymptotic spatial infinity, there is an additional term in the hamiltonian, that is
important for evolution. In particular, solving the quantum version of the hamiltonian constraint
is commonly referred to as solving the Wheeler-de Witt (WdW) equation, and is accomplished by
gravitationally dressing undressed operators or states.7 An additional subtlety (see below) is that
physical states may only be annihilated by “half” of these constraints. The form of the evolution
in the perturbative regime is expected to furnish clues about its nonperturbative completion.

Construction of the gravitational dressing, which can be explicitly treated at leading order in the
gravitational coupling, is also relevant to the question of holography of gravity. A leading proposed
explanation of holography in anti de Sitter space (AdS) is that it follows from the hamiltonian being
a boundary term [20,21] when the constraints are satisfied; for additional discussion, see [22,23]. A
closely similar argument is that momentum generators are also boundary terms, and so one can act
both to translate a state to infinity, and to measure it, purely with operators at infinity [12]. There
are related arguments that even perturbative observables at infinity can determine bulk states [19],
but their sensitivity is exponentially suppressed [24]. These statements do rely on solution of the
constraints, so implicitly on solution of the bulk dynamics [23].8

However these arguments are ultimately understood, it is clear that the dressing modifies the
locality properties of the algebra of operators [3, 11]; it also apparently connects [26] to recent
discussion of modification of the structure of von Neumann algebras from type III to II [27].

In short, at the perturbative level it appears that we can begin to learn important aspects of
the structure of observables, states, and their evolution. This description is of course expected to
miss crucial effects, particularly when treating strong gravitational configurations such as black
holes.9 But, a clearer understanding of the perturbative structure is also expected to help provide
a basis and background for understanding the role of modifications in the strong gravity context, if
the complete theory respects the correspondence principle and is consistent with its weak gravity
limit.

In the interest of such a deeper understanding of the interplay of evolution, gauge symmetry,
the constraints, and gravitational dressing, in general contexts, this paper will investigate the per-
turbative structure of the hamiltonian and constraints, working perturbatively about a general

Earlier work related to dressed observables includes [16] and [17]; the first derived nontrivial commutators as arising
from constraints, but didn’t give the dressed operators, and the second focussed on deriving commuting operators.

6Even in LQFT, it is argued that the hamiltonian provides a more fundamental description of evolution than an
action; see e.g. [18], sec. 2.2.

7Ref. [19] also discusses perturbative solution of the WdW equation, but seems not to have realized that this is
achieved by constructing gravitational dressing, nor recognized the relevance of preceding works on this subject.

8Entanglement wedge reconstruction appears to likewise assume solution of the constraints [25] [23].
9For an approach to parameterizing such effects as departures from LQFT evolution, see [28, 29] and references

therein.
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background. The next section begins with a simplified derivation of the hamiltonian, exhibiting
it either in a more conventional local form familiar from LQFT, or as a term proportional to the
constraints plus a boundary term. Section three then outlines different approaches to perturba-
tive quantization, and sets up a perturbative treatment of the constraints in what we refer to as
“gauge-invariant canonical quantization.” Section four gives a leading perturbative construction
of operators commuting with the constraints, working about a general background, in terms of a
construction of the gravitational dressing that generalizes [11] [5] [13,14,30]. Section five discusses
construction of corresponding states, briefly discusses the form and characterization of their evo-
lution, and illustrates application to the important cases of black holes and/or AdS spacetimes.
Section six finishes with conclusions and further directions. Appendices illustrate basic features
of the analogous treatment of electromagnetism, and show how the constraints generate gauge
transformations.

2 Action, hamiltonian, and boundary terms

2.1 Action and boundary terms

This section will review formulation of the action in Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) [31] variables,
and describe a simple approach to deriving the appropriate boundary terms. This paper focusses
on quantization of Einstein gravity plus matter, perturbing around a general background. The
usual starting point is the action10

S =

∫
dDx

(
1

16πG

√
|g|R+ Lm

)
+ S∂ (2.1)

in D spacetime dimensions, where G is Newton’s constant, Lm is a matter lagrangian, and S∂ is a
boundary term. If a specific matter action is needed, the scalar theory with

Lm = −
√
|g|
[

1

2
(∇φ)2 + V (φ)

]
(2.2)

furnishes a useful example.
Since our focus will be on the evolving quantum state describing perturbations about a back-

ground, we would like to find a corresponding hamiltonian. We begin by introducing a foliation of
the spacetime by slices labelled by time t, and with spatial coordinate xi, with relation to general
coordinates given by

xµ = X µ(t, xi) . (2.3)

The displacement vector between points of equal xi on nearby slices is given by ξµ = (∂X µ/∂t)xi ,
and can be decomposed into pieces normal and tangential to a slice,

ξµ = Nnµ +Nµ , (2.4)

where N is the lapse, Nµ is the shift, and nµ is the unit normal; in (t, xi) coordinates Nµ = (0, N i),
and these quantities are illustrated in Fig. 1. In the coordinates (t, xi) of the foliation the metric
takes the ADM form

ds2 = −N2dt2 + qij(dx
i +N idt)(dxj +N jdt) (2.5)

10We find it most convenient to work with expressions for lagrangians and hamiltonians that are densities.
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Figure 1: Shown are two members of a family of slices labelled by t. Points at the same spatial
coordinate xi are connected by the vector ξµ, which can be decomposed in terms of normal and
tangential components to give the lapse and shift; vectors in the figure are scaled by an implicit δt.

and the unit normal to the slices has components

nµ =
1

N
(1,−N i) . (2.6)

The gravitational lagrangian can then be derived in these variables, after introducing the ex-
trinsic curvature of the slices,11

Kij =
1

2N
(−q̇ij +DiNj +DjNi) , (2.7)

with dot denoting ∂/∂t, Di the covariant derivative constructed from q, and latin indices raised/lowered
with the spatial metric q. This lagrangian is given by [33,34]√

|g|R = N
√
q
[(
KijK

ij −K2
)

+Rq
]
− 2∂i

(√
qqij∂jN

)
+ 2∂i

(√
qKN i

)
− 2∂t(

√
qK) , (2.8)

with K = qijKij and Rq the scalar curvature of q. The total derivative terms become boundary
terms in the action, which can be cancelled by S∂ ,

S∂ =

∮
dtdAi

8πG
(∂iN −KNi) +

∫
dDx

∂t(
√
qK)

8πG
+ S′∂ . (2.9)

An additional term S′∂ is required, as is argued by requiring a well-defined variational principle
in [35] or finiteness of the action in [36]. This can be described by introducing a background metric
g0, e.g. the Minkowski or anti de Sitter metrics, depending on boundary conditions, and writing
the full metric as

gµν = g0µν + ∆gµν , qij = q0ij + ∆qij ; (2.10)

it then takes the form

S′∂ = −
∮
dtdAi

16πG
N
(
Dj

0∆qij − ∂i∆q
)
, (2.11)

11Note that there are differing sign conventions in the literature; e.g. [32] differs by a sign.
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with dAi the area element and ∆q = qij0 ∆qij . This can be checked (using equation (3.22) below)
to eliminate the problematic boundary terms in the variation of the action.

The resulting gravitational action can be written in terms of a local lagrangian,

Sg =

∫
dDxLg =

∫
dDx

N
√
q

16πG

[
(KijK

ij −K2) +Rq
]

+ S′∂ , (2.12)

with S′∂ rewritten as a volume integral. The structure of Lg can for example be investigated by
using the relation [37–39]

√
qRq =

√
qqlm

(
γijlγ

j
im − γ

i
lmγ

j
ij

)
+ ∂i

[√
q
(
qjkγijk − qijγkjk

)]
, (2.13)

with γijk denoting the Christoffel symbols computed from the metric q. If the metric is expanded
about a background solution as in (2.10), the linear terms vanish by the equations of motion of
the background or cancellation with the boundary term, and quadratic and higher-order terms in
the expansion of (2.13) give a lagrangian with quadratic contributions of the form (∂∆q)2, plus
interaction terms.

2.2 Hamiltonian and constraints

Momenta conjugate to the spatial metric q are defined as

P ij =
δSg
δq̇ij

= −
√
q

16πG

(
Kij − qijK

)
; (2.14)

we find it easiest to work with the form of these which are tensor densities. The momenta conjugate
to N,Ni of course vanish, corresponding to the fact that the lapse and shift are Lagrange multipliers
enforcing constraints. The gravitational action can then be rewritten in the canonical form

Sg =

∫
dDx

(
P ij q̇ij −Hg

)
. (2.15)

The hamiltonian is found by a straightforward calculation to be∫
dtHg =

∫
dDxHg =

∫
dDx(P ij q̇ij − Lg)

=

∫
dDx

[
16πGN
√
q

(
P ijPij −

P 2

D − 2

)
−
N
√
q

16πG
Rq + 2P ijDiNj

]
− S′∂ . (2.16)

The hamiltonian can be rewritten in different ways. First, as expected from the description of
Sg given above, the expression Hg in (2.16) is quadratic in momenta and first derivatives of the
metric perturbation. Alternately, (2.16) can be rewritten in terms of the Einstein tensor as∫

dtHg =

∫
dDx

[
−
√
qGnt

8πG
+ 2Di(P

ijNj)

]
− S′∂ , (2.17)

where Gnt = nµξνGµν . The matter hamiltonian likewise is given in terms of the stress tensor

Tµν = ∇µφ∇νφ−
1

2
gµν(∇φ)2 (2.18)
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as

Hm =
√
qTnt =

√
q
N

2

(
Π2

q
+ qij∂iφ∂jφ

)
+ ΠN i∂iφ , (2.19)

where the densitized canonical momentum is Π =
√
q∂nφ. Then, the full hamiltonian becomes

H =

∫
dD−1x Cξ +H∂ , (2.20)

with

Cξ := ξµCµ := ξµ
√
q

(
−Gµν

8πG
+ Tµν

)
nν (2.21)

giving the usual gravitational constraints. The boundary contribution is, from (2.11) and (2.17),

H∂ =

∮
dAi

[
N

16πG

(
Dj

0∆qij − ∂i∆q
)

+ 2
P ij
√
q
Nj

]
, (2.22)

which is the expected boundary expression for gravity [35], −N(∞)PADM0 −N i(∞)PADMi . As is
well known, if the constraints are satisfied,

Cµ = 0 , (2.23)

then the hamiltonian becomes simply this boundary expression (2.22).
The interplay of the expressions (2.16) and (2.20) is worth noting, and can be summarized in

H =

∫
dD−1x

(
NCn +N iCi

)
+H∂ =

∫
dD−1x (Hg +Hm) (2.24)

where we have used (2.4) relating ξ to n, and define Cn = nµCµ. On the one hand, using the
expansion of Lg described in connection with (2.13), the rightmost expression in (2.24) is of the
general expected form for a field theory, with quadratic terms in momenta and derivatives of
fields, as well as interaction terms. We can think of this as generating time evolution in the usual
way. On the other hand, one can work with a solution of the constraints (2.23), in which case the
hamiltonian reduces to the surface term H∂ . The later observation has been argued to be connected
to the “holographic” property of gravity [20–22], but does rely [23] on first solving the constraints,
which behave as equations of motion.

An important question is thus the role of the constraints and different forms for the hamiltonian
in the quantum theory, as well as their possible corrections from a more complete quantum theory.

3 Quantization and perturbative expansion

3.1 Quantization, constraints, and gauge invariance

Our goal is to find a consistent quantum theory reproducing the preceding classical structure in
the appropriate limits.12 The canonical approach tells us to introduce canonical commutators,

[P ij(x, t), qkl(x
′, t)] = −iδi(kδ

j
l)δ

D−1(x− x′) , (3.1)

12For an analogous discussion for QED, see Appendix A.
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with normalization

δi(kδ
j
l) =

1

2

(
δikδ

j
l + δilδ

j
k

)
. (3.2)

Since N and N i have vanishing conjugate momenta, they are taken to be c-numbers,13 and (2.24)
shows their role as Lagrange multipliers for the constraints. This means that these variables are
not determined by the equations of motion, and their arbitrariness is part of the gauge symmetry.
Gauge transformations acting on the canonical variables (qij , P

ij) (and (φ,Π)) are generated by Cn
and Ci, as described in Appendix B.

The Heisenberg equations of motion take the form

∂tqij = i[H, qij ] , (3.3)

which reproduces the expression (2.7) for the extrinsic curvature, using (2.16), and

∂tP
ij = i[H,P ij ] (3.4)

which gives the ij Einstein equations. These time derivatives are not gauge invariant, unlike the
case of QED (see Appendix A), since the gauge transformations act non-trivially on qij and P ij .

The next question is how to describe physical states. It is tempting to require Cµ|ψ〉 = 0 for
physical states, but this would then imply that for general operators O

〈ψ|[Cµ, O]|ψ〉 = 0 (3.5)

conflicting with the preceding equations of motion. Thus, in order to correctly describe nontrivial
evolution, the constraints should not be taken to vanish identically on the physical Hilbert space.

Multiple related ways to proceed have been studied in the literature, in each of which the
question of locality becomes nontrivial. A brief summary is:

1. Dirac quantization. Here one introduces gauge-fixing conditions and solves these and the
constraints, and also introduces a new Dirac bracket (or alternately redefines operators) such
that [Cµ, O]D = 0. This appears to simplify commutators, but it is also true that solving
the gauge conditions and constraints is nonlocal. This nonlocality is then “hidden” in the
structure of the Dirac brackets; a simple example of this for QED is described in sec. IV.A.3
of [11].

2. Covariant gauge “fixing” (breaking). In this approach a gauge-violating term is added to the
action, and then canonical commutators postulated for all components of the metric. This
was used to study gauge-invariant operators in [11,14]; the gauge breaking term decouples for
these. These operators are in general nonlocal, due to gravitational dressing, which is found
by requiring vanishing commutators with the constraints [10].

3. BRST/BFV quantization [42, 43]. Here extra fields, including ghosts, are added; extra con-
ditions are necessary as well.

4. Refined algebraic quantization, in which group averaging of states on an auxiliary kinematic
space induces an inner product on the space of states satisfying the constraints [44–47].

13Here we work on a “reduced” phase space; for further discussion see comments in Appendix B, and e.g. [40]
or [41].
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5. “Gauge invariant canonical quantization.”

The latter approach, which is briefly described for QED in the Appendix A, is closely similar to
covariant gauge breaking, and will be followed here. This involves defining a suitable decomposition
of the constraints,

Cµ(x) = C+
µ (x) + C−µ (x) (3.6)

into what may be called positive and negative frequency parts, and then imposing the physical
state condition

C+
µ (x)|ψ〉 = 0 (3.7)

for a |ψ〉 taken to be the vacuum state |0〉, on a given time slice. Since the constraints generate
gauge transformations (see Appendix B), gauge-invariant operators are those satisfying

[Cµ(x), O] = 0 . (3.8)

Such an operator creates a non-trivial state, |ψ〉 = O|0〉, which also satisfies (3.7) by virtue of
[C+
µ , O] = 0.

Suppose we consider evolution of states, in a Schrödinger picture, via the hamiltonian (2.24).
Since the full constraints don’t annihilate physical states, the time dependence of states will depend
on gauge (here, choice of arbitrary N = (N,N i)); the gauge-dependent part of the change in the
state for evolution for time δt via the hamiltonian (2.24) is

δN|ψ〉 = iδt

∫
dD−1x

(
NC−n +N iC−i

)
|ψ〉 . (3.9)

However, this will be orthogonal to another physical state |ψ′〉. Likewise, if we consider evolution
of a matrix element of a gauge invariant operator O,

∂t〈ψ′|O|ψ〉 = i〈ψ′|[H,O]|ψ〉 , (3.10)

we find that this is also independent of the gauge-variant (N-dependent) part of the hamiltonian
(2.24). In short, while there is a gauge ambiguity in the states, that is not present in matrix
elements of gauge-invariant operators. Of course, we find from the Heisenberg equations (3.3) and
(3.4) that evolution of matrix elements of qij and P ij is gauge dependent.

3.2 Perturbative expansion

The remainder of this paper will primarily focus on a perturbative construction of states and op-
erators like we have just described. We begin with a classical metric gµν ↔ (N,Ni, qij) satisfying
Einstein’s equations, including the constraints (2.23), possibly also with the stress tensor of a clas-
sical matter background φ0. The corresponding quantum variables are denoted g̃µν ↔ (Ñ , Ñi, q̃ij)
and φ̃. Introducing the parameter κ2 = 32πG, these may be expanded as

g̃µν = gµν + κhµν , φ̃ = φ0 + φ , (3.11)

and likewise for (Ñ , Ñi, q̃ij), in particular with

q̃ij = qij + κhij . (3.12)

8



We will also expand P̃ ij as

P̃ ij = P ij +
pij

κ
, (3.13)

in which case the canonical commutators (3.1) also take the simple form

[pij(x, t), hkl(x
′, t)] = −iδi(kδ

j
l)δ

D−1(x− x′) . (3.14)

Notice, from (2.14), that for a non-trivial classical background, P ij ∝ 1/κ2. We also expand
Π̃ = Π0 + Π.

The explicit form of the constraints (temporarily written without tildes) is

0 = Cn =
√
q

(
Tnn −

4

κ2
Gnn

)
(3.15)

and

0 = Ci =
√
q

(
Tni −

4

κ2
Gni

)
. (3.16)

Here the pertinent components of the Einstein tensor are

− 4

κ2
Gnn = − 2

κ2
Rq +

κ2

2q

(
P ijPij −

P 2

D − 2

)
(3.17)

and

− 4

κ2

√
qGni = −2DjP

j
i , (3.18)

and those of the stress tensor are, from (2.19),

√
qTnn =

√
q

2

(
Π2

q
+ qij∂iφ∂jφ

)
,
√
qTni = Π∂iφ . (3.19)

The constraints can then be expanded in the quantum perturbations hij , p
ij and φ,Π.

The hamiltonian constraint has the expansion

C̃n = Cn +
1

2
qijκhijCn −

4

κ2

√
qδκhGnn +

√
q (δφTnn + δκhTnn) +

√
qTQnn +

√
qt̆nn . (3.20)

Here δκh and δφ denote first order variations, and we define a quantum stress tensor TQ which
collects terms that are quadratic and higher order in the variables φ, κh, coming from Tnn, as well
as a gravitational stress tensor t̆ that contains the quadratic and higher order terms in κh and p
arising from the Einstein tensor term. Since the background satisfies Einstein’s equations, the first
two terms vanish. To find the third term and t̆ we need the expansion of the Ricci scalar

Rq̃ = Rq + κδhRq + δ≥2
κhRq , (3.21)

where the last term summarizes all higher-order terms in κh. Explicitly,

δhRq = DiDjhij −Rijq hij −DiD
i(qklhkl) := Lijhij , (3.22)

9



defining the second-order differential operator Lij . We also need the expansion of the P -dependent
term.

The terms δφTnn and δκhTnn in (3.20) vanish in vacuum, but not with a nonzero background
φ0. They can be eliminated by passing to “perturbation picture” [48] or absorbed in TQ. A matter
background also leads to hφ and hh terms in TQ. We will defer treatment of such a nontrivial
background for future work and focus on the vacuum case.

In the vacuum case, working about a solution Cn = 0, the preceding expansions then give

C̃n =
√
q

(
−2

κ
Lijhij +

2

κ
P ijhij −

2

κ
√
q
Kijp

ij + TQnn + t̆nn

)
(3.23)

where Kij is the extrinsic curvature of the slices in the background solution, related to the back-
ground Pij by (2.14), and

P ij =
κ4

2q

[
P ikP jk −

PP ij

D − 2
− qij

2

(
P klPkl −

P 2

D − 2

)]
; (3.24)

recall that the classical P ij is O(κ−2), so P ij is O(κ0).
Expansion of the constraint (3.16) is handled similarly, giving

C̃i = Ci + Π0∂iφ+ Π∂iφ0 − 2κhijDkP
jk − 2qij(δκhDk)P

jk − 2

κ
qijDkp

jk + Π∂iφ+
√
qt̆ni (3.25)

where again the quadratic and higher-order terms in h, p have been collected in t̆ni. Again restrict-
ing to the vacuum case, φ0 = Π0 = 0, and using the statement that the background solves the
constraints, this becomes

C̃i = −2

κ
qijDkp

jk − 2qij(δκhDk)P
jk − 2κhijDkP

jk +
√
q(TQni + t̆ni) . (3.26)

We will collect the terms linear in h by defining a linear differential operator Q by

Qjki hjk = κqij(δκhDk)P
jk + κ2DkP

jkhij . (3.27)

Working about a classical background with Cn = Ci = 0, the κ → 0 limit of the constraints
gives the linear homogeneous equations

Lijhij − P ijhij +
Kij√
q
pij = 0 (3.28)

and
Djp

j
i +Qjki hjk = 0 , (3.29)

constraining linearized perturbations (hij , p
ij) about the solution, i.e. linearized gravitational

waves. These are evolved by a quadratic hamiltonian, which may be found from the rightmost
expression in (2.24), and which is expected to give evolution similar to that for other quantum
fields, e.g. as treated in [49], such as Hawking production in a black hole background, etc.

At nonzero κ, the constraints become

Lijhij − P ijhij +
Kij√
q
pij =

κ

2

(
TQnn + t̆nn

)
(3.30)
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and
Djp

j
i +Qjki hjk =

κ

2

√
q
(
TQni + t̆ni

)
. (3.31)

In the classical theory the corresponding equations determine the perturbative “Coulomb fields”
induced by matter, and at higher orders also incorporate the nonlinearities resulting from gravita-
tional energy. At leading order in κ, the solutions to (3.30), (3.31) are of course highly nonunique,
since a solution of the homogeneous equations (3.28), (3.29) may be added to any given solution.

4 Leading perturbative dressing

In the quantum theory, finding gauge-invariant operators O that commute with the constraints,
(3.8), can be approached by perturbatively solving for operators that commute with (3.30), (3.31).
Solutions can be found, beginning with an operator of the quantum field theory to which we couple
gravity. This is done by gravitationally dressing that operator, as has been described to leading
order in perturbation theory about flat space in [3] [11] [10,12] [5] [13,30] and about anti de Sitter
space in [14]. Here we will extend those constructions to a more general background.

This gravitational dressing is most easily studied in the situation where the background satisfies
P ij = 0, corresponding to vanishing extrinsic curvature of the time slices of the background metric.
This includes the case of flat and AdS backgrounds with standard time slicings. However, we would
also like to consider evolution that for example perturbs about black hole solutions, either with
flat or AdS asymptotics. For example in the case of the Schwarzschild solution, one may consider
a general stationary slicing that is spherically symmetric [28] [50] [49],

x+ = t+ S(r) , (4.1)

specified by a slicing function S(r), where x+ is the ingoing Eddington-Finkelstein coordinate. The
nontrivial components of the extrinsic curvature of the slices are then given by

DrNr = ∂rNr − γrrrNr , DθNθ = −γrθθNr , (4.2)

and so vanish if and only if Nr = 0. The expression [28] Nr = 1 − fS′, with −f the coefficient of
dx+2 (see below), then implies this is true only for S′ = 1/f , which is the case of Schwarzschild
time slices. These lead to a singular basis for perturbations at the horizon, and as explained in [49]
this can be avoided with a more general choice of slices. But, this therefore requires considering
P ij 6= 0; similar statements hold for the case of black holes in AdS.

The construction of [3] [11] [10, 12] [5] [13, 30] writes the linear order dressing of an underlying
QFT operator O0 as

O = ei
∫
dD−1x

√
qV µ(x)(Tnµ+t̆nµ)O0e

−i
∫
dD−1x

√
qV µ(x)(Tnµ+t̆nµ) ; (4.3)

as long as we work to linear order in κ the exponential is not strictly necessary, but is convenient
and suggestive. (To leading order about a vacuum solution TQ of (3.20) simplifies to T of matter
perturbations; we have also included the stress tensor t̆nµ for metric perturbations, in anticipation
of the possibility that O0 could also include such perturbations.) Here the dressing functions V µ(x)
are functionals of the metric perturbation which are fixed by the condition that the dressed operator
O commute with the constraints.14

14Papers by Fröb, Lima, and collaborators [51–58] have also studied construction of leading-order gravitationally-
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4.1 Vanishing background extrinsic curvature: P ij = 0

We first consider this simplifying case. Specifically, generalizing the flat space construction [11,30],
we anticipate that V n(x) takes the form

V n(x) = −κ
2
L−1
ij p

ij =
κ

2

∫
dD−1x′ȟij(x

′, x)pij(x′) , (4.4)

where the inverse L−1 is given by a Green’s function solution to

Lijx′ ȟij(x
′, x) = −δ

D−1(x′ − x)
√
q

. (4.5)

Once again, such solutions are highly non-unique, and for example in a flat background include
explicit expressions either corresponding to line-like or Coulomb-like gravitational fields [11], or
more general instantaneous configurations of the field; these differ by homogeneous solutions, cor-
responding to source-free gravitational waves.15 As a result, the commutator with the constraint
C̃n is easily seen to give

[C̃n(x), V n(x′)] = iδD−1(x′ − x) +O(κ) . (4.6)

As a consequence, using the expression (4.3) and assuming the Vi term doesn’t contribute (see
below),

[C̃n(x), O] = 0 +O(κ) , (4.7)

with the commutator of the leading-order term from (T + t̆) in C̃n being cancelled by the term
arising from (4.6).

To solve the momentum constraint (3.31), we consider dressing functions of the general form

V i(x) = κ

∫
dD−1x′Gijk(x′, x)hjk(x

′) , (4.8)

and seek a solution of the equation

[C̃i(x), V j(x′)] = iδji δ
D−1(x′ − x) +O(κ) . (4.9)

From the canonical commutators (3.14), we find this holds if

2qijDkG
ljk(x, x′) = δliδ

D−1(x− x′) . (4.10)

dressed observables. The equivalence of their approach is seen, e.g. in the case of dressing of a scalar field, by noting
that if our dressing V µ defines a map χ through χ(y) = y + V (y) (Lorentz indices suppressed), then the map X(x)
given for example in (3) of [57] is X(x) = χ−1(x). Then the scalar version of (7) of that reference is the same form
as φ(y + V (y)) of ref. [11] eq. (33), and the transformation properties under diffeomorphisms of X(x) that they give
follow from those of V in [11]. This means that their dressing in eq. (8) corresponds to a special case of (39) of [11],
up to a total derivative. However, this difference is important, since their (8) does not transform correctly under
harmonic diffeomorphisms. The missing total derivative also appears to explain the claim of [55, 57] that they have
observables commuting outside the light cone, in contradiction to the generic noncommutativity found in [11] and to
the dressing theorem of [10].

15This also means, as also described in [12,13,30] that soft charges are largely decorrelated with the quantum state
of matter in a region. For the most part they depend on the arbitrary choice of gravitational dressing (which may
be specified e.g. through imposition of boundary conditions), with the only necessary correlation through the total
Poincaré charges of the matter state.
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In a flat background, solutions are given by [30]

V i(x) =

∫
dD−1x′ȟjk(x′, x)γijk , (4.11)

and should exist in more general backgrounds by the correspondence with solutions of the linearized
equations for classical perturbations. One can also easily check that

[C̃n(x), V i(x′)] = O(κ) , [C̃j(x), V n(x′)] = O(κ) . (4.12)

Then, given the commutators (4.6), (4.9), (4.12), we find that the constraints have been solved to
leading nontrivial order in κ by the dressed operators (4.3),

[C̃µ(x), O] = 0 +O(κ) . (4.13)

4.2 P ij 6= 0

Once one sees this structure, it is apparent how one can generalize to the case of background
P ij 6= 0. We now define

V n(x) =
κ

2

∫
dD−1x′

[
ȟij(x

′, x)pij(x′)− p̌ij(x′, x)hij(x
′)
]

(4.14)

and

V i(x) = κ

∫
dD−1x′

[
Gijk(x′, x)hjk(x

′) +H i
jk(x

′, x)pjk(x′)
]

(4.15)

where ȟij , p̌
ij , Gijk, and H i

jk are c-number functions. Then, the hamiltonian constraint gives

[C̃n(x), V n(x′)] = −i√q
(
Lij − P ij

)
ȟij(x, x

′)− iKij p̌
ij(x, x′) +O(κ) ; (4.16)

requiring this commutator to be of the form (4.6) then gives

(
Lij − P ij

)
ȟij(x, x

′) +
Kij√
q
p̌ij(x, x′) = −δ

D−1(x− x′)
√
q

. (4.17)

Leading order vanishing of the commutator of V n with the momentum constraint likewise gives

Dj p̌
j
i (x, x

′) +Qjki ȟjk(x, x
′) = 0 . (4.18)

This corresponds to a generalized Green function problem, and we expect solutions for ȟij and p̌ij

to exist by the relation to the classical problem of finding linearized solutions on the background.
Requiring the correct leading order commutators of the constraints with V i(x), (4.9) and (4.12),

likewise gives the equations

2qikDlG
jkl(x, x′)− 2Qkli H

j
kl(x, x

′) = δji δ
D−1(x− x′) (4.19)

and (
Ljk − Pjk

)
H i
jk(x, x

′)−
Kjk√
q
Gijk(x, x′) = 0 , (4.20)
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which we likewise expect to have solutions. Once ȟij , p̌
ij , Gijk, and H i

jk have been determined
by solving these equations, together with specification of the homogenous part of the solution e.g.
through boundary conditions, then (4.14) and (4.15), together with (4.3), give the dressed operator
O to leading nontrivial order in κ.

Significant features of the role of gauge invariance can be seen from the leading order in κ
construction of the dressed operators (4.3) given here. For example, the dressing modifies the
commutators from those of the underlying LQFT operators O0, such that operators associated
with spacelike-separated regions generically no longer commute; examples can be given extending
the discussion of [11]. Of course, to further understand the role and structure of the constraints
and dressing, one would like to go beyond to higher orders in κ. One does expect further difficulties
here, in particular associated to infinities and the need to regulate operators. We will leave further
discussion of higher orders for future work, but will discuss some general features that already
become apparent with these leading-order results.

5 Description of evolution

5.1 General structure

It is important to understand the general structure of evolution in quantum gravity, given the
constraints of gauge invariance. The leading-order construction of gauge invariant operators, and
the more general structure of the hamiltonian and constraints, already appear to provide significant
guidance to this structure.

In particular, we have given a leading-order construction of gauge invariant observables O,
commuting with the constraints (3.8). These then lead to states that evolve via the hamiltonian
(2.24) of quantized general relativity, e.g. of the form

|ψ〉 = O|0〉 . (5.1)

One can alternately construct dressed states directly from undressed states,

|ψ〉 = ei
∫
dD−1x

√
qV µ(x)(Tnµ+t̆nµ)|ψ0〉 . (5.2)

As a simple example, one could begin with the basic scalar field operator, O0 = φ(x), and then
construct the corresponding dressed operator O, given to leading order by (4.3), or equivalently [11]
by Φ(x) = φ(xµ+V µ(x)). The resulting operator can be thought of as creating from the vacuum a
quantum of the field φ, together with its corresponding gravitational field. As we have emphasized,
the gravitational part of the operator is non-unique, corresponding to the fact that there are
different possible gravitational field configurations dressing the particle, differing at leading order
by free gravitational excitations.

Evolution can be thought of in two ways, related through the two expressions for the hamiltonian
(2.24). Since the rightmost expression there is of the standard form of a LQFT hamiltonian, it
determines evolution of the state by telling us how the φ and gravitational parts of the state evolve
like standard quantum fields. This evolution is of course gauge dependent, through its dependence
on N and N i. We expect it to correspond to the quantum evolution of the matter state created by
O, together with the quantum gravitational field created by the gravitational piece of the operator.
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Or, one can describe evolution in terms of the middle expression in (2.24) which is written in
terms of the constraints. The boundary hamiltonian H∂ contributes to the time dependence of the
state, because the gravitational dressing generically extends into the asymptotic region [10,14]. One
might have anticipated that the constraints Cµ(x) annihilate the state, so that this is the only time
dependence. This would incorporate the statement that the state “satisfies the Wheeler-DeWitt
equation,” since the constraint Cn(x) corresponds to the Wheeler-DeWitt operator. However, we
have found that this would be inconsistent with the basic commutators and in particular with
evolution such as described by the Heisenberg equations (3.3), (3.4). Instead the state is annihilated
by “half” of the constraints (and of the Wheeler-DeWitt operator), (3.7). This implies that the
constraint terms in (2.24) also contribute to gauge-dependent evolution of the state, though as we
have argued above not to evolution of matrix elements of gauge-invariant operators. Alternately,
transition amplitudes of the form

〈ψ′|e−iHt|ψ〉 (5.3)

will also exhibit time dependence.

5.2 Bubble evolution, cosmology, and field-relational observables

This raises the question of the description of evolution on slices that coincide at infinity, but not
in a region in the interior of spacetime, so that the asymptotic lapse and shift vanish, implying
H∂ = 0. Then, the full hamiltonian commutes with the gauge-invariant operators O. This suggests
that their evolution is trivial in such “bubble” evolution [59, 60]. This is also the case for closed
cosmologies, with no boundary term. In both of these cases the hamiltonian is typically explicitly
time-dependent, with additional subtleties [61–65]. Once again, we can anticipate that the physical
states are annihilated by “half” of the constraints. An alternate way to then describe evolution is
in terms of a different kind of relational observable that is not gravitationally dressed; an example
of such a field-relational observable is∫

dDx
√
|g|O0(x)f(ZI(x)) (5.4)

where ZI are D dynamical “locator” fields and f(ZI) is chosen so that in a particular state for
these fields its support is localized near a particular point. An example is using the value of the
inflaton field in inflation to localize in time to the reheating time; for further discussion (including
of limitations to localization) see [66]. We leave further exploration of such evolution for future
work.

5.3 Other specific examples

Beyond a flat space background, it is of interest to better understand gravitational evolution in
other backgrounds such as those of black holes, AdS, or black holes in AdS. The static cases can
be subsumed in the line element

ds2 = −f(r)dx+2 + 2dx+dr + r2dΩ2 (5.5)

where

f(r) = 1 +
r2

R2
Λ

−
(
R0

r

)D−3

, (5.6)
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RΛ is the AdS radius, and

RD−3
0 =

16πGDM

(D − 2)AD−2
(5.7)

with AD−2 the area of the unit sphere. Then, introducing a stationary slicing (4.1) given by a slice
function S(r) yields the ADM background solution [28]

N2 =
1

S′(2− fS′)
, Nr = 1− fS′ , qrr = S′(2− fS′) , (5.8)

and with angular components the standard round metric of radius r.
Evolution may then be described perturbatively about this solution, using the preceding general

construction. Specifically, we may consider a dressed state (5.1) on a slice taken to be an initial
slice. The evolution of this state can be described via either of the forms of the hamiltonian (2.24).
The latter form in particular gives a standard description of field evolution, and so evolves the
matter perturbation together with the perturbative gravitational field corresponding to its dressing
in standard field theory fashion.16

In this way, one for example finds a perturbative expression for the bulk hamiltonian for an
AdS black hole to leading order in κ, or in the language of the AdS/CFT correspondence, in 1/N ,
also making connection with the discussion in [49] of this approach to defining such a hamiltonian.
Alternately, by virtue of the constraints, the hamiltonian is related to a boundary hamiltonian as
in (2.24). We defer more detailed investigation of this evolution to future work.

6 Conclusion and directions

In conclusion, we have shown that, starting from an ADM parameterization of the geometry and
the corresponding construction of the hamiltonian, leading order perturbative gravitational states
may be constructed and their evolution described. The states and evolution have a gauge sym-
metry, generated by the constraints, and perturbative solution of the constraints to construct
gauge-invariant operators and states can be accomplished by gravitational dressing operators of an
underlying field theory. Such a construction has been found to leading perturbative order about
a general background, in terms of certain generalized Green functions of the given background,
generalizing earlier constructions in a flat background [3] [11] [10, 12] [5] [13, 30]. The resulting
gravitational part of the state is not uniquely determined, since it can be changed by addition of a
piece corresponding to an arbitrary source-free propagating gravitational wave. The state gotten
by acting with such a dressed operator on a vacuum state is then evolved by the hamiltonian,
which may be described as a standard local QFT hamiltonian including the spin-two perturbative
gravitational field, or alternately may be written in terms of a boundary hamiltonian, up to terms
proportional to the constraints.

There are multiple directions for further work. Within the framework of local QFT, as noted
above, we would like to better understand bubble evolution, on slices that match at infinity, and the
related description of cosmological evolution, and the connection to other field-relational observables
that are more useful in that context. There are also related issues that occur when the background
slicing has an explicit time dependence [61–65], which deserve to be more closely investigated.

16While Lorentzian evolution for black holes has been considered previously, see e.g. [67], the treatment outlined
here extends to more general slicings than Schwarzschild, and including the black hole interior.
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It also seems useful to have a more complete description of the evolving perturbative state of
black holes, whether or not in AdS, e.g. generalizing [49] to include gravitational dynamics. And,
the problem of solving the constraints connects directly to a leading argument for the origin of
holography [20–23], which is important to better understand. This also connects to the question of
in what sense information can be localized in a gravitational theory, either because of the argued
existence [20,21] of a holographic map, or a similar argument [12] that states internal to AdS may
be observed by boundary observables, if the constraints are solved.17 This connects directly to the
question of the extent to which subsystems may be defined [4, 5, 24, 68] in gravitational theories,
whether exactly or approximately. We note that a perturbative description of the evolution like
we have outlined is consistent with the perturbative solution of the constraints, and appears to
describe a black hole with a growing number of internal states entangled with the exterior, and
corresponding missing information if the black hole disappears at the end of evolution. Thus, while
the perturbative solution of the constraints via the dressing does appear to provide some additional
sensitivity to the black hole state, it does not appear to resolve the unitarity problem, in contrast
to recent claims [19], and in particular does not obviously provide a mechanism for transfer of
information from the black hole.

In clarifying these issues, understanding better the structure of higher-order solution to the
constraints seems important (and it seems important to clarify the challenges to finding higher-
order solutions). We would also like to better understand the structure of the algebras associated
to dressed observables. It can be observed that the leading-order perturbative dressed observables,
(4.3) and related expressions in [13], have similar structure to the observables in the crossed-product
construction, argued [27] [15] to convert type III von Neuman algebras into type II. Of course, the
noncommutativity of perturbative observables associated with different regions [3, 11], due to the
dressing, appears to be a likewise important modification of the underlying field theory structure;
further investigation of these questions is in progress.

The modification of local algebras in gravity illustrate the general statement that locality is re-
markably subtle in theories with structures like gauge symmetries. In QED or standard nonabelian
gauge theories, observables found by dressing underlying matter operators are generically nonlo-
cal, as with the gravitationally dressed operators discussed above. Put differently, the problem of
solving the constraints is generically a nonlocal one, with a nonlocal solution. However, in gauge
theories based on an internal group, locality is still realized since there also exist gauge-invariant
operators that are local, such as Wilson loops or other neutral observables confined to a neighbor-
hood. In gravity, the gauge symmetry is that of transformations including Poincaré symmetries;
any local observable thus carries nontrivial charge, and so is nonlocal when its gravitational dress-
ing is included [10]. In short, gauge theories with an internal symmetry appear to be barely local,
but it is less clear what locality properties quantum gravity has.

There are also important directions that appear to go beyond the framework of local QFT. For
one thing, if we consider evolution of a black hole, like that described in 5.3, that appears to lead to
the breakdown of unitarity, also noted above, associated with the “black hole information paradox”
or “unitarity crisis.” This can be encapsulated in a “black hole theorem [69]”: unitary evolution,
and the statements that black holes behave like subsystems, that field configurations outside them
evolve independently of the black hole internal state, and that they disappear at the end of their

17Such information has even been argued to be accessible perturbatively [19], although only if one can measure
exponentially small quantities [24].
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evolution, are inconsistent. We expect modification of both the structure of the Hilbert space and
the hamiltonian as compared to those given by quantization of GR like that we have described. In a
more complete description, we expect that the fundamental quantum variables are likely not those
of fields moving on a background metric, with states labelled such as |qij(·), φ(·)〉, but that these
variables only give an approximate description of the states. An important question is what is the
more accurate and complete description of the variables parameterizing the wavefunction. This,
then, closely relates to the question of what are the fundamental observables, and the ultimate
form of the hamiltonian and its interactions, as well as the symmetries of the theory.

If in a more complete description of the Hilbert space black holes still effectively behave as
subsystems, the “black hole theorem” tells us that unitarity apparently requires interactions that
go beyond the quantized GR/local QFT description, and specifically such that the evolution of
the black hole exterior depends on the black hole internal state. An approach to parameterizing
such interactions has been developed in [70–72] [28,29]. The present work serves as an even firmer
foundation on which to describe their parameterization, if they can be regarded as corrections to
the evolution governed by local QFT plus quantized GR. In short, one can describe corrections ∆H
to the hamiltonian of (2.24), constrain their properties, and investigate their possible observational
effects for example in electromagnetic or gravitational wave observations of the near-horizon regime
[29]. The contributions to ∆H are plausibly small both far from the black hole and even in the
near horizon region, but of course are expected not to be small in the deep black hole interior.
More systematic analysis is planned for future work.

It is believed in a large segment of the quantum gravity community that a fundamental de-
scription like this may arise from a dual large-N gauge theory; if this is true, it is important to
understand and characterize the departures from the bulk LQFT description that this implies,
for example as corrections to the hamiltonian (2.24). But, it seems quite likely that the more
fundamental description arises in connection with some other mathematical structure on Hilbert
space [4, 5], which it is our goal to infer and further describe.
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A Gauge-invariant canonical quantization of electromagnetism

This appendix will illustrate aspects of the quantization of a gauge-invariant theory in the simpler
context of QED, with particular focus on the “gauge-invariant canonical quantization” used for
gravity in the main text.

The starting point is the gauge-invariant lagrangian

L = −1

4
FµνF

µν + Lm , (A.1)
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with Fµν = ∂µAν−∂νAµ and Lm a matter lagrangian, for example that coupling to a fermion field,

Lm = iψ̄(∂µ + ieAµ)γµψ −mψ̄ψ . (A.2)

The momentum conjugate to A is

πµ =
∂L
∂Ȧµ

= −F 0µ . (A.3)

As a result π0 = 0. This can be implemented working with a reduced phase space, where A0 is no
longer treated as a canonical variable.18 Spatial components of the momenta are the electric field,

πi = ∂0A
i + ∂iA0 = −Ei . (A.4)

Then the hamiltonian form of the Maxwell part of the action (A.1) becomes

S =

∫
d4x

(
πiȦi −H

)
, (A.5)

with Maxwell hamiltonian

H =

∫
d3xH =

∫
d3x

(
Ei2

2
+
Bi2

2
+ Ei∂iA0

)
(A.6)

and Bi = εijkF
jk/2. A constraint arises from varying A0, which behaves like a Lagrange multiplier,

giving
∂iE

i = j0 (A.7)

where we have included the contribution from the matter current. A0 remains unfixed, and is taken
to be arbitrary.

As described in the main text, there are different options for how to treat quantization: Dirac,
covariant gauge “fixing” (breaking), BRST, refined algebraic, and what we will call gauge invariant
canonical quantization, and examine here. The starting point for this is the canonical commutators,

[πi(x, t), Aj(x
′, t)] = −[Ei(x, t), Aj(x

′, t)] = −iδijδ3(x− x′) , (A.8)

Then, the constraint (A.7) generates the gauge transformations,

[∂iE
i(x), Aj(x

′)] = i∂jδ
3(x− x′) . (A.9)

A0 remains an arbitrary c-number function, which also behaves like a gauge parameter; the con-
dition π0 = 0 is implemented through independence of physical quantities on A0. Eq. (A.9) also
shows that vanishing of the constraint (e.g. consider j0 = 0) on the Hilbert space would imply
〈0|[∂iEi, Aj ]|0〉 = 0 and be incompatible with the basic commutators, unless commutators are
modified as in the Dirac approach.

18For certain gauges, additional care is needed here; an example is axial gauge, Az = 0, as is further explored in
e.g. [11].
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The canonical commutation relations (A.8) can be represented in the usual fashion in terms of

orthonormal polarization vectors εiλ(k) and annihilation/creation operators akλ/a
†
kλ as

Ai(x, 0) =
∑
λ

∫
d̃k
[
εiλ(k)akλe

ikx + h.c.
]

+ ai(x)

Ei(x, 0) =
∑
λ

∫
d̃k
[
ikεiλ(k)akλe

ikx + h.c.
]
, (A.10)

with
[akλ, a

†
k′λ′ ] = (2π)32|k|δλλ′δ3(k − k′) , (A.11)

d̃k = d3k/(2π)32|k|, and ai(x) a c-number function arising from gauge invariance. General states

can be constructed in the form
∏

(a†κλ)|0〉. However, the constraints (focussing on the free theory)
are implemented as a physical state condition

∂iE
i+|ψ〉 = 0 (A.12)

in terms of the annihilation piece of ∂iE
i, corresponding to a3k|ψ〉 = 0 in a standard choice of basis.

Evolution can be studied in Schrödinger or Heisenberg pictures. In the former, the evolution
with H,

i∂t|ψ〉 = H|ψ〉 , (A.13)

depends on the arbitrary A0; for A0 of compact support this results in a gauge-dependent piece of
the evolution of the state,

δA0 |ψ〉 = iδt

∫
d3x∂iE

i−(x)A0(x) |ψ〉 . (A.14)

However, this piece is orthogonal to another physical state |ψ′〉, by (A.12). Moreover, consider
evolution of the matrix element of an operator depending on the canonical variables Ei, Ai, but
not on A0,

∂t〈ψ′|O|ψ〉 = i〈ψ′|[H,O]|ψ〉 . (A.15)

Gauge invariance of O also requires [∂iE
i, O] = 0, and in that case only the gauge-invariant (A0

independent) part of H contributes to the evolution (A.15): evolution of matrix elements of such
gauge-invariant operators is gauge invariant. In contrast, ∂t〈ψ′|Ai|ψ〉 is not gauge invariant.

Equivalently, evolution can likewise be described by converting to Heisenberg picture. The
Heisenberg equations are

∂tEi = i[H,Ei] = ∇×Bi − ji , (A.16)

and
∂tAi = i[H,Ai] = −Ei + ∂iA0 (A.17)

These are supplemented by the constraint (A.7), which as we have seen is not treated as an operator
equation on physical states. From these equations we find that the evolution ∂tEi and also ∂tBi
are independent of the arbitrary gauge parameter A0. We can likewise consider gauge invariant
operators built by dressing matter operators, and their evolution is also gauge-independent.
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B Gauge Transformations and diffeomorphisms

This appendix will discuss the role of the constraints in generating gauge transformations, in the
canonical formalism used in the main text. For simplicity we will consider gravity coupled to the
scalar field with lagrangian (2.2), which is also treated classically in [33]. Canonical data for the
scalar field is the field φ and its canonical conjugate momentum Π. For the geometry, the phase
space variables are D− 1-dimensional spatial metric qij and the conjugate momentum P ij , as well
as the lapse and shift N , N i, and their conjugate momenta. However, the latter momenta vanish
for the Einstein action, analogously to the vanishing of π0 in QED (see preceding appendix). As a
result, one can commonly work on a reduced phase space where they are set to zero and where N
and N i are no longer treated as canonical variables, like with the electromagnetic case.19 We will
then study the transformation generated by the general superposition of the constraints

C[ξ, ξi] =

∫
dD−1x

(
ξCn + ξiCi

)
, (B.1)

acting on the reduced phase space. The explicit form of the constraints Cn, Ci was given in
eqs. (3.15), (3.16).

We begin by considering the action on matter.20 The canonical commutators are

[φ(x),Π(x′)] = iδD−1(x− x′) , (B.2)

where Π is the densitized canonical momentum, satisfying

Π =
√
q∂nφ . (B.3)

These commutators and the explicit form (3.15), (3.16) of the constraints give the commutator

i[C[ξ, ξi], φ] = ξ
Π
√
q

+ ξi∂iφ . (B.4)

The second term is the action of a spatial diffeomorphism on φ. If we also use the Heisenberg
equation of motion (B.3), we find that the full commutator becomes the Lie derivative with respect
to the vector ξµ with components

ξµ = (ξ, ξi) ; (B.5)

explicitly

i[C[ξ, ξi], φ] = £ξµφ + ξ

(
Π
√
q
− ∂nφ

)
, (B.6)

and so the transformation generated by C[ξ, ξi] can be identified as a general diffeomorphism for
configurations satisfying the equations of motion.

One can likewise compute the commutator of the constraints with Π, which gives

i[C[ξ, ξi],Π] = ∂i(ξq
ij√q∂jφ) + ∂i(ξ

iΠ) (B.7)

= ∂µ(ξnµΠ) + ∂i(ξ
iΠ) + ∂µ (ξ

√
qgµν∂νφ) + ∂µ[ξnµ(

√
q∂nφ−Π)] (B.8)

19For further discussion of this see for example [40] or [41]. Note that as with QED, additional care is needed when
imposing certain gauges, such as “axial” or Fefferman-Graham gauges, hzµ = 0.

20For recent treatment of canonical quantization of matter on a general background, see [49].
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Once again the second term gives a spatial diffeomorphism. If in addition ξ is identified with
the lapse N , and the scalar field equations are satisfied, C[ξ, ξi] also generates the action of a
diffeomorphism, £ξµΠ. In the case where ξi is also taken to be the shift, eqs. (B.6), (B.7) also give
the time derivative defined via (2.4).

The transformations of the spatial metric qij and the conjugate momentum P ij are similar in
structure to those of the matter fields: using the canonical commutation relation (3.1) and the
equations of motion, C[ξ, ξi] generates diffeomorphisms. Beginning with the commutator of the
metric, this results in an expression analogous to (B.4),

i[C[ξ, ξi], qkl] =
κ2

√
q
ξ

(
Pkl −

Pqkl
D − 2

)
+Dkξl +Dlξk (B.9)

= −2ξKkl +Dkξl +Dlξk + ξ

[
2Kkl +

κ2

√
q

(
Pkl −

Pqkl
D − 2

)]
. (B.10)

The terms involving ξi once again correspond to a spatial diffeomorphism. The last term, when
set to zero, is the trace reverse of the relation of the conjugate momentum (2.14) to the extrinsic
curvature, which is a Heisenberg equation of motion in the canonical description. If this equation
is satisfied, the RHS of (B.10) is equal to

£ξµqkl = ∇kξl +∇lξk , (B.11)

with the Lie derivative defined by using the D-dimensional expression qµν = gµν + nµnν for the
spatial metric. This is the expected gauge transformation. If the vector ξµ is taken to be the time
evolution vector (2.4), the equation (B.9) gives the equation of motion for qij , and can be solved
for the expression for the extrinsic curvature (2.7) given in the main text.

Finally, for the ADM conjugate momentum, the commutator with the constraints gives

i[C[ξ, ξi], P kl] =
2
√
q

κ2
(DkDlξ − qklD2ξ)−

2
√
q

κ2
ξ
(
Rklq − qkl

Rq
2

)
− κ2

2
√
q
ξ

[
2P kiP li − 2

P klP

D − 2
− 1

2
qkl
(
P ijPij −

P 2

D − 2

)]
+

√
q

2
ξSkl

+ ∂i(ξ
iP kl)− P ik∂iξl − P il∂iξk , (B.12)

where the tensor Sµν = qλµq
σ
νTλσ[Π, φ] is the projection of the scalar stress energy tensor (2.18),

written in terms of the canonical variables Π and φ, and has indices raised with the induced metric.
Recalling that P kl is a tensor density, the final line of (B.12) is once again the action of a spatial
diffeomorphism, £ξiP

kl. The relationship between the remaining terms proportional to ξ and the
normal component of the Lie derivative takes more work to illustrate. We begin by rewriting

i[C[ξ, ξi], P kl] = £ξiP
kl +

{
2
√
q

κ2
(DkDlξ − qklD2ξ)−

2
√
q

κ2
ξ
(
Rklq − qkl

Rq
2

)
− κ2

2
√
q
ξ

[
2P kiP li − 2

P klP

D − 2
− 1

2
qkl
(
P ijPij −

P 2

D − 2

)]
+

√
q

2
ξSkl

}
.(B.13)

The Lie derivative in the normal direction can be defined by extending to tensors Pµν and Kµν on
the full spacetime, with Kµν = −qλµqσν∇λnσ. Then, when the Heisenberg equation (2.14) (replacing
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the Latin with Greek indices) holds, one can show

£ξnλP
µν =

2
√
q

κ2

ξ

N
(DµDνN − qµνD2N)−

2
√
q

κ2
ξ
(
Rµνq − qµν

Rq
2

)
− κ2

2
√
q
ξ

[
2PµλP νλ − 2

PµνP

D − 2
− 1

2
qµν

(
P λρPλρ −

P 2

D − 2

)]
+

2
√
q

κ2
ξqµλqνρ

(
Rλρ − gλρ

R

2

)
− NnµP νλDλ

(
ξ

N

)
−NnνPµλDλ

(
ξ

N

)
, (B.14)

where we have also used the Gauss relation to simplify. Note that the first term is related to the
acceleration, aµ = nν∇νnµ = Dµ lnN , and could be set to zero with the choice of Gaussian normal
coordinates. The second to last line of (B.14) is proportional to the projected components of the
D-dimensional Einstein tensor, and when the projected components of the Einstein equation hold
can be replaced by Sµν . The last two terms have normal components to the surface. When the
equations of motion hold, and if we again take ξ = N , the term of (B.13) in braces matches the
Lie derivative with respect to Nnµ, and so the RHS of (B.13) reduces to the Lie derivative with
respect to ξµ. Additionally, the time evolution (3.4) for the ADM conjugate momentum may be
found from (B.13) if ξµ is taken to be given in terms of the lapse and shift by (2.4).

In conclusion the gauge transformations generated by the constraints acting on the reduced
phase space variables qij , P

ij correspond to the diffeomorphisms if the equations of motion hold,
with ξ identified as the lapse.
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